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Naukratis  (Greek  for  'mistress  of  ships')  was  established  in  the  late  seventh  century  BC  as  

a  unique  Greek  trading  port  in  Egypt.  Situated  on  the  (now  vanished)  Canopic  branch  of  

the  Nile,  it  was  populated  by  both  Greeks  and  Egyptians  and  functioned  as  the   port   of   

the   twenty-sixth   dynasty   royal   city   of   Sais.   Naukratis   remained   an  important  hub  for  

trade  and  cross-cultural  exchange  for  over  1200  years,  as  a  port  of  trade  for  Greek,  Cypriot  

and  Phoenician  ships,  with  links  stretching  across  much  of  the   ancient   Mediterranean,   

Levant   and   North   Africa   and   as   a   central   point   of  taxation   by   the   Egyptian   

authorities.   The   significance   and   prosperity   of   Naukratis  derived   from   its   role   as   a   

major   entrepôt.   However,   the   harbour,   river   and   canal  networks  that  formed  the  basis  

for  this  remain  unknown.  Excavations  and  survey  in  the  late  nineteenth  and  twentieth  

centuries  ignored  the  city's  mercantile  harbour  or  the   ritual   quay   linked   by   a   

processional   way   to   the   great   temple   of   Amun,   which  undoubtedly  must  have  existed.   

    

New   fieldwork   at   Naukratis   (Kom   Geif,   Beheira,   SCA   site   no.100253),  conducted   by   

members   of   the   Naukratis   Project[1]   in   October   2012,   has   advanced  our  knowledge  of  

the  site,  particularly  understanding  the  full  extent  of  the  city,  its  geomorphology,  harbour,  

structures  and  development  over  time.  Our  main  objective  of   the   first   fieldwork   season   

was   to   produce   the   first   accurate   map   of   the   site,  utilising  RTK  GPS  and  

magnetometry.  With  the  help  of  our  Egyptian  colleagues,  the  survey  results  far  exceeded  

expectations,  and  it  became  apparent  that  these  results  contained   crucial   information   for   

understanding   Naukratis,   resolving   a   series   of  problems  and  clarifying  past  

misunderstanding  about  the  layout  and  scale  of  the  site  and   its   context   within   the   

international   maritime   networks   of   the   Nile   Delta   and  Eastern  Mediterranean.   

     

[1]   The   Naukratis   Project   is   publishing,   for   the   first   time,   all   objects   from   Naukratis  

currently  in  70  institutions  world-wide  in  a  free  to  access  Online  Research  Catalogue,  

funded   by   the   Leverhulme   Trust   and   The   Shelby   White   -   Leon   Levy   Program   for  

Archaeological  Publications,  led  by  Dr  Alexandra  Villing  at  the  British  Museum.  The  

fieldwork   project   is   funded   by   the   British   Museum   Research   Board,   The   British  

Academy   and   the   Honor   Frost   Foundation   and   directed   in   the   field   by   Dr   Ross  

Thomas.   


